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The U.S.-China relationship is the most important bilateral relationship

in the world, and great care has always been required to manage their

differing perspectives and understandings. The Biden Administration

has been frank about U.S.-China differences, but also open to finding

room for cooperation on the global problems that cannot be solved

without the U.S. and China. Come join us for a view from Shanghai

with the U.S. Consulate, which deals on-the-ground with U.S.-China

diplomacy every day. We welcome your discussion and engagement.

Chris Allison leads the political and economic section at the U.S.

Consulate General in Shanghai, China. Prior to his arrival in Shanghai, he

was a member of the Secretary's Policy Planning Staff (S/P) at the U.S.

Department of State, where his work focused on environmental issues,

economic policy, and U.S. relations with countries in the Western

Hemisphere. Prior to his work in S/P, he served as the Deputy Director of

the Office of Global Change in the Bureau of Oceans and International

Environmental and Scientific Affairs, leading U.S. engagement in

multilateral negotiations to address climate change and overseeing

foreign assistance programs to advance U.S. climate policy goals. During

an earlier tour in China, Chris spent four years at U.S. Embassy Beijing,

first working on U.S.-China trade issues and later as the Counselor for

Environment, Science, Technology, and Health. He has also served in

Tokyo, Japan and Chennai, India, as well as in variety of offices at the

Department of State in Washington, DC. Chris is a graduate of St. John’s

College in Santa Fe, New Mexico and earned a master’s degree in

international relations from the Maxwell School at Syracuse University.

China Crossroads hosts talks on all topics related to China, including business, foreign
policy, and other areas as they relate to China, the idea being that China is both already
a “crossroads” of the world and itself at a “crossroads” in terms of its future global
influence. For more information, contact Frank Tsai at editor@shanghai-review.org..
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